Disclaimer: Metaeconomics is apolitical. It is neutral to economics favored on the Political
Right or on the Political Left, enabling neither one. So, references in the Blog to current
politicians, or to Right and Left in general, is only for bringing in empirical reality. In fact,
because Metaeconomics is about balance on the way to finding workable, pragmatic solutions, it
generally sees the essential need to find balance in right&left, conservative&progressive frames
of reference --- the “&” meaning joint, interdependent, each essential to the other. And, said best
balance could tip one way or the other, dependent upon the problem to be solved. Now, having
said that, the other main feature of Metaeconomics is the fact that, 1) it is an empirical
economics, based in both experiential and scientific reality, and 2) it requires consideration of the
moral and ethical dimension of a system, that which gives context to the market and capitalism.
So, because it is based in joint science & ethics, it cannot handle political framing that is antiscience and unethical, above the law or the constitution. Said somewhat differently,
Metaeconomics --- like Adam Smith also saw as essential --- rests on reality and on a pillar of
justice: Said justice comes from eliminating injustice, which in turn arises out of an empathy
(Sentiments) based evolution of the ethical system, which in turn gives the content to the rule of
law. The rule of law, in turn, is in part what gives context to a market and capitalism. The law --because it reflects the ethical system in the background --- is a key part of characterizing that
which people can go along with, and thus serving to temper excesses of all kinds, including the
primal driver represented in greed. So, as you follow along in the Blog, keep in mind we are
seeking real, workable solutions for real people --- that which reasonable people can go along
with --- which always means balance in self&other-interest, person&community, right&left,
conservative&progressive, and, writ large, good balance in a joint market&government.

